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Errata 
Volume 81, Number 2 (1981), in the article “Fat Homeomorphisms and 
Unbounded Derivate Containers” by J. Warga, pp. 545-560: 
The author is indebted to Haiina Frankowska for pointing out a mistake 
in the proof of [ 1, Theorem 2.8, p. 261 and for suggesting ways to correct the 
proof. A similar erroneous statement, namely 
~ UjTa"f(X + tbj) bj C a&w(t), 
appears in the proof of Theorem 4 on p. 558, line 20. This last proof can be 
corrected by deleting the above inclusion and the word “Thus” that follows. 
A similar modification will correct the proof of the less general Theorem 2.8 
in [l, p. 26). 
A more detailed version of the corrected proof of Theorem 4 is obtained 
by replacing the first paragraph of Step 2 (p. 558) as follows: 
Step 2. Now let A”f be any unbounded derivate container forf, and V* 
a compact subset of V. Then &(P’*, 2~) c P’ for some w  > 0. Let 
[CL), itI@), 24E)l correspond to [.4x @I’*, w), E], with 26(s) < w, let 
x E V* and q > 0, and let y E V be such thatf’( y) exists and 1 y - XJ < 6(q). 
We choose arbitrary uj E Rm and bj E R” (j = 1,2,..., n) with ) bit = 1 and, 
for t E (-w, w), E > 0 and i = 1, 2 ,..., set 
~j’ fi(Y + tbj), 
j=l 
LPy(t) = t uj’f;(y t rbj) bj 1 i > io(c), 5 E (-a, w), ( r - t( ,< 24~) . 
j= 1 I 
Then /IEv is an unbounded derivate container for I,Y and, for every compact 
Tc C-w a), [(WA ME), 24~11 corresponds to [n&y/, T, E]. It follows now 
from the proof of Lemma 4.6 that 
Thus 
P’ly(f) c cl my(C) (I E (-co, co), E > 0). 
5 ajf’(~j) bj = w’(0) E as”+@) C Cl n’V’(o) 
j=l 
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and, therefore, for every x E V* and E > 0, 
ES 6 ajf’( y) bj 1 1 y - xl < B(e),f’( y) exists 1 
17, 
= f ajaScBlf(x) bj c t a; cOA”f(x) bj. (1) 
j=l j=l 
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Volume 87, Number 1 (1982), in the article “Bellman-Bihari Integral 
Inequalities in Several Independent Variables” by Cheh-Chih Yeh. 
pp. 311-321: 
The author would like to thank Professor P. R. Beesack for kindly 
pointing out some mistakes. The corrections to the paper are as follows: 
Theorems 2 and 4 should be withdrawn from the paper. 
In the Definition of Section 4, (ii) must be rectified as 
1’ - ‘p(u) < p(v - ‘24) for u > 1 and u > 0. 
In Theorem 3, the proof does not require that G be submultiplicative, but 
that G’ be continuous,f(x) >, 1, and H(r) = Ii dt/Q( 1 + G(t)). 
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